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Meetings

attend should write to SWF, 109 Oxford
Rd, Manchester M1, who will send
details as soon as they are known. Items
for discussion should be sent to the same
address.

* SHADY CHARACTERS Artworks by
Peter Ford. Blackthorn Bookshop Gall-
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MATERIAL REQUIRED -FOR PROPOSED
ANARCHIST FESTIVAL. Plays, films,
photographs etc. Contact Alan Albon at

' Freedom Press.
 

RA DICA L HUMOUR
 

For a book entitled Radical Humour: An
Antholgy, Tuli Kupferberg and Michael
_Brown are soliciting suggestions and
examples of radical (and anti-estabiish-
ment) jokes, cartoons, aphorisms,
F‘quips', quotations, songs, poems,
essays, stories, skits and plays etc.
etc. of all countries and periods.
Please send suggestions and materials
to Tuli Kupferberg, 210 Spring St, NY,

FREEDOM
Typewriter

Fund

JL (W'ampl:on), £2; NB (Hull), 75p; JS
(Stevenage), so; LA (Hitchen), £2; no
(Capel Cwig), £2; CH (London), ‘£2; BL
(T Wells) 22- MC 22- JCM (Madrid)
£2.;RBM (Oslo), £2;JL (W‘ampton), 21;
JH (B‘ham), £10; JL, E4; OM (Sussex),
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The next anarcho-syndicaiist conference r PRi}VI()USLY ACK,N(]NLE'DGED g430_10
is being held in Manchester at the end of
March. The exact venue and date has REQUIRED TO MEET TARGET E509. 65.
not been fixed yet but any anarcho-syn-
dicalist or sympathiser who wishes to p
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Support Demolition Decorators and the

$1)

RECEIVED TO DATE £490.35. STILL

slow. Six months after their arrest for 2'
obstruction last year after two popular
and entertaining busk-ins in Leicester
Square, the Nine Clowns of DEMOLIT-
ION DECORATORS and the LEICESTER
SQUARE FOUR go to Wells Street Court
on Tuesda and Wednesa 6th and 7th
Feb at I0 am The ma 'strate esidin O- 31 ill‘ S
over the adjournments so long ago pred- _
icted ‘an musing day‘, so we hope to give.
him just that - some pure theatre in the P
courtroom. Therewill be colourful
goings-on outside the court by supporters
of the Campaign for Street Plerfor mers,
and anyone else is most welcome to join

Leicester S “are Four in. For more info call Pru on (O1) 485-
The wheels of the law grind exceeding 0881. 2 "
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THERE'S NOT a lot I can say about Iran,
until something clearer emerges. I cert-
ainly don't intend to follow the lead of the
media and present ‘Today the Shah/ Bak-
htiar/Khomeini/General X will . . . ', s
followed the next day by an equally dog -
matic assertion of the opposite, follow-
ed on the third day by . . . To hell with
their manoeuvring.

But we can't allow the achievement of
the people of Iran to pass unremarked.
A year, even six months ago the state
looked solid. The Shah ran his empire
from a seemingly unassailable Peacock
Throne; he had one of the best equipped
military machines in the world. And one
of the most vicious secret police forces.

There was, to all intents and purposes
no political activity. FREEDOM can at
least claim that it sensed the change
before Carter, Owen and the European
press; it carried small reports of stud-
ent and religious unrest. (Of course we
firmly reject the claim of Gaddhafi that
he was ‘the first man to foresee the out-
break of the Iranian Revolution).

Removed from all the manoeuvrings
in Iran and out of it (oh wouldn't the Brit-
ish and American governments love to be
able to send a gunboat!) what is this
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people, by their own will, have brought
down a system

And the future?Who can say? The
thing is still poised. I'm afraid. I'm
afraid of the army, I'm afraid of politic
ians, Bakhtiar or whoever, it wouldn't
make any difference. And I'm afraid of
the mosque. What are the risks? The
government's position is obvious: they
want things back to normal, with a few
‘reforms’. 2

As anarchists we know what 'reforms‘
mean. Enshallahi (If I can be permitted
a bit of religiosity). The Shah had ref-
orms; he had a fucking ‘White Revolut-
ion‘. Bakhtiar has shown that he is quite
prepared to use repression and ‘murder.
He deliberately unleashed the army for
a couple of days last week, had a few
demonstrators shot and then, having
proved his point, calmed things down a
bit.

Then there's all the nonsense with the
airports. At the moment Mehrabad (Teh-
ran) is circled with tanks (British Chief-
tains of course), loaded with the modern
equivalent of grapeshot. 'Interesting' to
see what that could do to a crowd such
as one welcoming Khomeini. Then
there's the army. They might try a coup
on behalf of the Shah or on their own ‘
accord. They'd probably split, "a lot of>
the conscripts -wouldn't go along with it.
But the hard core, the professionals, the

change? What is this achievement? A
' a

Imperial Guard and such might fancy
their chances. Defecting soldiers would
take some equipment with them, but the
elite have all the best stuff - they've
been pampered with the best military
toys that oil money could provide.

Then there's the mosque; represented
through the good Ayatollah. At the mom-
ent everybody talks as if his personal
plans will deter mine every aspect of day
to day life. This is nonsense of course.
He has his ideas (though I don't think
they're very clearly worked out) but a
leader doesn't have that much power. '
Even the Shah worked through a system.
The type of repression Islam could bring
would not be through the dictates of one
individual (and, let's face it, he's '78) but
via the establishment of the mosque, the
mullahs and so on. This could easily be
worse; they're on the ground and could
interfere in everything. It's‘ the bigotry
of hundreds of minor officials which
would be the problem. Think of priests
in Ireland. "

Still, Khomeini does have vast influ-
ence as a symbol and figurehead, so it's
worth noting what he intends. He hasn't
been very specific on much yet. Some
of what he has spelt out is applaudable -
no oil for South Africa for example. But
the rest is dubious. The position of wo-
men is particularly worrying. They have
little enough freedom in Iran as it is.
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PREDICTABLY, ‘Anarchy‘ has been
hitting the headlines this last three weeks
There has been ‘Anarchy‘ on the rail-
ways as the points froze and ‘Anarchy‘
on the picket lines as they became effect-
ive. Indeed, the frequency of the use of
the word was in direct proportion to the
effectiveness of the pickets - so much so
that we would have thought the striking
lorry drivers would have realised that
‘Anarchy‘ is a secret weapon of great
power, the very mention of which strikes
terror into the hearts of the capitalists.

In some minute degree the word was
used with its proper meaning. ‘Is Brit-
ain becoming ungovernable? ‘ mused The
Guardian, agonisingly aware that it has
a lot of ex-Times readers to nurture,
and the prospect daunted Maggie That-
cher so much that she was
screaming for a State of Emergency
(which did not suit Callaghan‘s book,
however) even before she had finished
the first emergency tin of caviar from
her well-stocked larder.

It is always instructive to see how the
bold Tory defenders of individual liberty,
the most vocal opponents of state inter- i
ference in free enterprise, will scream
like stuck pigs for state action when
their interests are threatened. Maggie
was practically demanding tanks outside
every Tesco's, to defend the panic-buy-
ing housewives‘ right to stripthe shelves
of margarine and toilet paper. Odd, some
people's priorities, ain't they?

Nor was Ms Thatcher alone. The Chair
man of the CBI (sometimes laughingly
called the bosses‘ trade union) foretold
the collapse of civilisation as some of
us know it, while the head of ICI proph-
esied an immediate loss of E25 million
a week and total closure within a month.

All this because a proportion of the
nation's truck drivers stopped work!
We need only to reverse the argument to
see clearly that ICI make £25 million a
week while the truck drivers are working
and civilisation as the CBI likes it bowls
merrily along for the same reason.

This, it would seem to us, makes the
lorry drivers Very Important Persons.
We wonder why it is that mrsons who
are so vital to the running of society
have to fight to get a living wage? We

seem to remember that every summer
Parliament closes down for over two
months and life goes on. When the trans-
port workers stop for two days, we are
tottering on the brink of chaos. Could
Maggie Thatcher please spell out a con-
clusion from that for us?

A similar assessment of importance
could be made for the train drivers who
staged two" one -day strikes over the last
two weeks. A few thousand railwaymen
are responsible for millions of others
getting to work every day. The cur sing
City commuters struggled to get to work
the first two days, then obviously many
of them said what they should have said
straight away. ‘Sod it‘ they said, and
stayed home.

So its the wheels of industry _a_n£i com-
mer ce that are kept turning by these rel-
atively small numbers of working men
and women. Whether they are transport-
ing goods or people they are taken for
granted and taken notice of only when
they stop - and the commuters who
scream blue murder at the inconvenience
never reali_se that they are themselves
commodities, bought andgsold and carted
from place to place with a cost listed in
the overheads just like the margarine in-
the canteen or the toilet paper in the loo.

Perhaps the most piercing screams
went up however when hospital workers
and ambulance men stopped briefly.
These workers, whose daily toil is tend-
ing the sick and comforting the dying and
the injured, suddenly became callous,
heartless murderers! Newspapers and
authorities, having ignored the social
service workers who have been on strike
for months (or if they have mentioned
them, have dismissed their claim for a
working wage on the grounds that the g
country can't afford it!) suddenly became
so concerned for the sick and elderly
that you couldn't believe they were the
same creeps who had called for cuts in
government spending on the social ser-
vices ‘for the sake of the national econ-
omy‘. A

In fact, the hospital workers‘ strike
went off half-cock precisely because the
workers are so bloody decent that they
couldn't put an all-out stoppage into op-
eration (no pun intended)! And the lorry

drivers‘ strike has also dragged on much
longer than necessary because they have
made so many concessions that its im-
pact has been weakened.

The press has been so full of stories
of employers having to traipse around
getting ‘permite‘ for their trucks. to
cross the picket lines, or of violence on
the part of pickets armed with pick-
handles, that attention has-been drawn
away from the fact that food tla_s_ got
through; hospital supplies have got
through; essential services have kept
running; not one single case of assult
by a picket has led to any action by the
police - and in fact the only casualty we
have seen reported has been a picket
knocked down by a lorry crossing the
line! And he died - with very little
comment.

Two new concepts, however, have *
been unearthed in this wave of strikes.
The first has given us a new phrase,
‘Secondary picketing‘. This means
briefly the picketing of places one step
removed from the actual scene of the
strike - like the destination of goods that
might be carried by blackleg hauliers.

The legality of secondary picketing is
now preoccupying all those good solid
democratic citizens who accept, how-
ever reluctantly, that we must allow the
right to strike in principle, but can
never support one in practice. The way
striking becomes acceptable in a demo-
cracy is to make it so hedged around by
legal restrictions that it is rendered in-
effective. That way we can boast to the
Communists, for example, that our
workers, unlike theirs, are free to
strike - but we make sure it does them
no good.

The second concept to surface is not
a new one to us, but must have been to
some readers of the bourgeois press.
It is Syndicalism! Yes, comrades, syn-
dicalism is alive and well and dancing
on the grave of socialism, according to
a Reverend gentleman in the correspond-
ence colum of The Guardian! (Betcha
he's a refugee from The Times!)

But rather more (superficially) intell-
igent arguments have been paraded bas-
ed on the observation that the trade
union leadership has been losing control
(though that's hardly something new is
it?) and the local strike committees
have been taking action without consult-
ing Head Office and indeed, in flagrant
defiance of Head Office directives. We
have seen TU bosses squirming on the
telly trying to explain the differegge bet-
ween directives and directives, both of
which have been ignored by the lads and
lasses on the picket lines. Undoubtedly,
as happens in every strike, decisions
have to be made on the spot - and since
it is the lads a‘nd lasses on the line who
are standing out there in the cold, they
are going to take tougher decisions than
the officials who meet the opposition only
over a boardroom table. -"

So, yes, decentralisation happens.
Yes, that is a syndicalist principle. But
we shall need a bit more than on-the-
spot miiitancy to convince us that the
coffin-club, wage -bargaining mentality,
the craft-based divisionism, the clinging
to differentials and one-up-man-ship
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I'M pleased that over the last two or l After discussing mostly anything you group with a single view . we include
three issues of FREEDOM there have could think of, we now feel that it's time
been some reports from anarchist groups to act collectively as a group rather than -
in Britain, talking about what they're up
to. It's encouraging to read what people for flue past few years libertarians have
are involved with - sometimes you can been involved in starting up several work
get the impression, reading FREEDOM, cooperatives, peace and anti. nuke groups v
that the Contact list is made up of groups etc. we still felt that far too oftenwe fin-, -

simpling having discussions. Although

that say and do nothing. The local group ish up tail.-ending the authoritarian left
here is as guilty as anyone else of course and joining their campaigns or trying to
so this report will perhaps make up some. spread some sort of libertarian influence

The Aberdeen Libertarian Socialist in fairly established organisations. Yes,
Group was formed about a year and a
half ago from individuals who had been
separately active in peace, women's view of the world which demands action
and other groups but who never met on our own behalf as a (semi) organised S
specifically as libertarians.

From the beginning we met fortnightly
as a discussion group, open to anybody,
with occasional 'planning' meetings which Aberdeen is a really vital issue - ridic-
were 3130 0990- T911-20 W9-B 3-bfltlll the ulously high rents, no provision for sin-
usual amount coming along, occasional gle people etc, We'd also like to workon
films attracting lwvice that number. Sev-
eral people in the group, including some
who had been previously to do with the other anarchist groups - though obviously
old Aberdeen People's Press, launched
a new local paper, the Big Print. This
is now monthly. ee11ins'F0'533'0'5>per The Aberdeen group is by no means a
issue and is explicitly anarchist.

there's a need to be involved wherever
we can, but as libertarians we have a

group too. s
This year we hope to start a major

campaign locally on housing, which in

more national campaigns, eg. Persons
Unknown and have greater contact with

being in the north east of Scotland we
have certain geographical limitations!

pacifists, Solidarity members etc. and
probably if you put two of us in a room
you'd get three views on anything - and
we all have our own priorities. '

One thing tint probably everyone would
agree with though is that our politics
can‘t>exclude fun and personal develop-
ment. To this end there are plans afoot
to have a May Day picnic and, on the
other point, several of the group have
formed a men's group and an anarchist
women's group is forming.

The discussion meetings willnow be
monthly: the next two are on ‘libertar-
ians and the left‘ and the ‘nuclear family‘
and we've booked the film ‘Harlem
County‘ which is about a miners‘ strike
in the US.

lastly, thanks for printing a mention
of our anti-election stickers. From that

d ' 'lar ti i Pe N ndan simi men ons n ace ewe a
Solidarity we've already HE F5 reprint

ue a lood of orders. We haven't
used many ourselves yet, but with lots of
'democracy' expected this year, our '
tongues will have lots of licking to do.

. R OSS BRADSHAW
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We have now received the above picture
from our comrades in Sydney of the '
picket outside British Airways in solidar
ity with the ‘Persons Unknown‘ campaign
(See FREEDOM , 28 October). Mean-
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while they comment: "The decision to
mine uranium has come as a blow! As
always, if we don't fight we lose! . . .
We will all have to take and not demand
if we want to run our own lives. "

DE MONSTRATORS in New Zealand have
carried out a large protest at the arriv-
al of the American nuclear submarine,
Haddo. It arrived in Waitemata Harbour,
Kuckfind on 19 January for a visit, var-
iously described as five or six days for
‘rest and recreation‘. The submarine
met a New Zealand navy frigate outside
the harbour and then attempted to enter,
only to meet a flotilla of small boats con-
taining demonstrators. They blocked its
path so that it only got through with an
escort of police and navy boats. Along
the way one man managed to board it.
(He was arrested). It was splashed with
yellow paint-and it had to stop its prop-
ellors twice. The local press had a field
day, with photos of clean-cut naval off-
icers and quotes from all and sundry -
well, mainly police and sailors: ‘irres-
ponsible‘, ‘it has not put a damper on
the trip‘, ‘seagoing hoodlums'. The cost
of the polcing operation has been estim-
ated at $500, 000. There were seven
arrests.
Nearer home, the London Greenpeace
Group have agreed to act as a clearing
house for the monitoring of movements‘
of nuclear materials around Britain, as
an aid to more effective" opposition to the
nuclear industry. 'I‘hey report: "The
scheme has -been called (for want of a
better name!) the Systematic Accumulat-
ion of Information on Nuclear Transport
(or SAINT). .. . One of thaftlfobiamaaf

. i continued p. 7
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AS expected, at Bow Street on 17 January
chief magisi:rate Evelyn Russell came
down on the side of the Ger man govern-
ment and against the former Red Ar my
Fraction member Astrid Proll, conclud-
ing that she had charges of robbery and
attempted murder to answer in the Ger-
man courts. Thus Russell has ignored
the dubious quality of the police evidence
and that of notorious crown witness in
RAF cases, Karl-Heinz Ruhland. At the
next hearing, fixed for 5 February at '
Lambeth, Astrid‘s fate will be sealed on
the technical basis of the nationality
issue: whether her marriage to a Briton
was valid and whether she could claim
British citizenship . -"

A lot of good that will do her! The
British government, as readers know,
has already made its contingency plans
in an arse -licking deal with the Ger mans.
An ‘order in Council‘ (decree) ‘laid be-
fore Parliament‘ (in Parliament's ab-
sence) on 3 October, just a fortnight
after Asl:rld's arrest, now enables the
extradictloni of British citizens to West
Germany. . . . When we talk these days
about the ‘model West Ger many‘ and the
new German police state, somehow im-
plying we're not yet quite as bad, we
should at least remember that the written
constitution of Ger many would have to
be debated and altered in the full glare of
publicity before West German citizens
could be extradited to Britain. A 'Lex
Proll‘ would certainly have been much i
harder, and taken much longer, to make.

If it has illustrated so well the role of
law as a means of sole protection - and
satisfaction of bloodlust - of the State,
this extradition case has also shown up
the absence of a liberal lobby in a coun-
try which has a powerful, but treacher-
ously misleading reputation for liberality.
The Croissant affair in France in 1977
caused such heated debate that the for-
_mer lawyer of RAF prisoners had to be
spirited over the Franco-German border
before the appeal court had concluded its
deliberations - and during an internation-
al football match. (The political manip-
ulation of football is worth a study in it-
self!) On the other hand the only British
signatories of a recent open letter to
the federal justice minister in Germany
which argued against extradition (and
there has been nothing like it here) were
two left-Labour MPs, Maureen Colqu-
houn and Arthur Latham, the chairman
of the British section of Amnesty-, Paul
Oestreicher, and the historian E. P.
Thompson.

But let us leave liberals like Thomp-
son to bury their own dead. As the poss-
ibility becomes increasingly the probab-
ility of extradition it is up to US to do our
utmost to ensure Astrid‘s survivaL And
that can only mean her early release.

BRITAIN/FRC§

1

‘J4

Poignancy has been added to the issue
less by the deaths in Stammheim than by
the case of the RAF prisoner Werner
T-innne in Hamburg. At around the same
time as Astrid‘s arrest in London Werner
Hoppe was moved out of Holstenglacis
prison hospital to the clinic of Altona
and, like Astrid before him, was soon
declared by medical experts to be ‘unfit
for imprisonment‘. Werner is serving a
l0-year sentence and since his arrest in
1971 has been held in varying degrees of
isolation-torture (from total isolation
and solitary confinement to detention in
small groups of often not more than one
or two).

When taken to the clinic he looked as
if he had come out of a labour camp. A
tall man he weighed only about seven
stone. For several months he had been
unable to eat food without vomiting; he
could walk only with difficulty and show-
ed the classic symptoms of this form of
torture, which, to borrow a phrase from
his medical report, strikes at the ‘core
of the personality‘ as well as the body.
He was, to quote the medical jargon, in
a ‘real and mortally dangerous psycho-
somatic crisis-situation‘. But despite
the findings of the medical examinations
it is still not known whether Werner will
have to return to the prison or remain in
hospital pending completion of the new,
political, maximum security prison wing
of ‘Santa Fu'. Release doesn't seem on
the government's cards, despite (or be-
cause of?) the fact that, in Werner's own
words, he faces 'release'or a zinc coffin‘.

The case of Werner Hoppe is important
not only in itself but as it reflects upon
Astrid‘s fate. It is imperative, should
she be extradited, that she is not placed
in a maximum security prison, or in con-
ditions of isolation in any other place,
that she is quickly released and that the
practice of solitary confinement and iso-
lation is ended altogether and at once.
In Germany as in Britain as everywhere.

Gaia

§_ At the hearing, on 5
February the magistrate decided that
the extradition should proceed forthwith.
"This case" he said, "has gone on long
enough. I do not think she will be very
disadvantaged if'I make an order for ex-
tradition today". Astrid 's defence now
has 15 days in which to lodge an appeal
for habeas corpus (in which her lawyers
will go before the divi'sional- court of the
Queen's Bench Division and ask for a
writ ordering her release.) Last resort
is appeal to the House of Lords. In the
meantime a public meeting is being org-
anised by FAP on 20 February at St.
Pancras Town Hall at '7. 30. Speakers will
include Jo Richardson MP, Lord Gifford
(both members of the Russell 'I‘ribunal),
Larry Grant, a specialist on immigration
law, Phil Kelly of -State Research and
a member of FA P. Donations should be
sent to FAP, Box 1.74, London E3 ‘4DE.
There are regular FAP meetings each
Monday at the Prince Albert, Balfe St,
London N1 at '7. 30 pm. A

AN international commission of enquiry
into the death of Ulrike Meinhof at the
prison of Stuttgart-Stammheim on 9
May 1976 has concluded that: "It is quite
improbable that Ulrike Meinhof committ-
ed suicide". However, the report goes
on to say that this does not mean there
is "formal proof of her assassination".
(It also takes care to distance itself
from the ideology and actions of the
Red Ar my Fraction).

The report was made public at a
press conference in France on 31 Jan-
uary, and is published by the French
house of Maspero. In it experts docum-
ent "a number of medical and criminol-
ogical impossibilities or improbabilities
which lead to the conclusion that Ulrike
Meinhof resisted the conditions of det-
ention and rigorous isolation in which
she was placed and that a third party
intervened at the moment of her death“
(Le Monde). Among those present at
the press conference was the German

. neuro-psychiatrist Hans Joachim Meyer
and the sister of Ulrike Meinhof who i
said that conditions at Cologne -Ossen-
dorf prison today were even worse than
in the time of Ulrike‘s imprisonment.
Another speaker said it was widespread
practice in European countries these
days for the police to act inside prisons
and that judicial safeguards were -in-
sufficient . . . . Well, no comment.

4-_._
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AUBTRALIA

MOUNT ISA, 19 Jan. 1979. The tele-
phone was out of order for nearly o
rear weeks, and now wlth the
storms it's as good as out of or-_
der. It's been very hot and very
humid. I've got prickly heat all
over my chest and arms, even sun-
burn won't move it- Th6 rain
cools things down but it's still
humid. We've been out in the
wilds a lot recently, coiling up,
steel ropes left behind by explor-
ation drilling companies. They're
used°as fence wires in the cattle
yards. It's very isolated country
here, but the mineral companies
have been scratching around for
years - they must know every yard
of the place, perhaps even better
than the Aborigines.

Twenty-five miles north of here is
what was until a couple of months
.ago the largest deposit of lead/
zinc in the world. That was why
Mount Isa Mines leased this and
‘two other stations between here
and the sea, bought the leases
that is. They're going to build a
big town there, redirect the riv-
er, and build a big pipeline and
railway to a deep-water port on
one side of the Edward Pellew
Islands which the Aborigines say
belongs to them. A lot of land
claims were put in by the Aborigi-
nes under new legislation but the
mining company has not been made
to part with much.

Borroloda is on the McArthur Riv-
er about 40 miles in from the sea.
The majority of the population is
Aborigine, the whites who live
there are the policeman, the
teachers - about seven of them -
the two nurses in the clinic, the
man who manages the store owned
by the Aborigine Council, the
owners of the Borroloda Inn/Post
Office who charge double for every
thing, a few employees of the
Highway Dept. and some ‘wild
whites‘ who live with Aborigine'
women. There are no jobs for
‘99.9% of the Aborigines; the town
is a sitting place, to get the
welfare from. The town and 400
sq. miles of surrounding country

=now belongs to the Council, but
the mining company was given the
right to put a ‘roadway' one mile
wide through it. So much for land
rights, in the year that the Guar-
dian said has been the year of" I
black power in Australia.

W6 ;""1:="P5-"Fa'o"1\iU'u'R._.l__...____..._.._

Northern Territory got'Home Rule‘
in July but the Federal Govern-
ment have kept control of educa-

»
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tion, transport etc., and uranium
mining which could earn a lot of
money. There's been a lot of ar-
gument between black and white,
not over ‘to dig or not to dig‘
but over royalty payments. The
deposits are mostly in Arnhem:
Land, a big reserve east of Dar-
win. An agreement was recently
signed which will give quite a
few millions (of Australian dol-
lars) in royalties to the Abori-
gines, but peanuts compared with
what the government is going to
make. Would-be customers for the
uranium are requested to sign to
say they'll not use the stuff in A
weapons, but one of the first to
turn up was the Philippines gov-
ernment whose president, Marcos,
is a pathological liar. It's ob-
vious that any such agreements
aren't worth anything in the long
run.

E 
A lot of Aborigines are now say-
ing that they've been sold out by
their spokesmen who fell for the
executive jet and government
luncheon bit.

I suppose it's easy to sneer -
twenty years ago the Aborigines
would have been booted off the
land and the uranium taken, now
at least they get something. But
although some things have changed
some haven't. The majority of~
whites in this part of the count-
ry have a very low opinion of
Aborigines. I get hours and hours
of moans, complaints and nasty re-
marks about ‘the natives‘. I dont
bother to make any comment - you
can't educate pork. One ranter
told me, ‘They ought to cut off
the welfare, that‘d make the lazy
devils work.‘ I told him there
weren't any jobs; he didn't hear.
He replied, ‘When I was a lad'we
used to whip ‘em and tie ‘em on
the horse.‘
|

Because I'm white I'm expected to
give orders to the black stockmen,
some of whom have been at the job.
for years. Because they're black
some of the older men expect me
to give orders. We have some
good fun on the quiet. The Abori-
gines are said ts be the back-
bone of the cattle industry in
Northern Australia. In most places
they are the only labour avail-
able. _

A stockman's wage is very low. In
the Northern Territory it's AS156
for a 40-hour week, without keep.
Keep amounts to A3115 a month.(I
was earning AS200 in Melbourne.)
What you get for your A$ll5.keep

varies from station to station.
Here one gets rent - fixed at
AS3.4O a week by the Agricultural
Awards Board -, limitless ‘elec-
tricity, water, and basic foods
such as vegetables, fruit, beef,
tinned milk, tea, flour, salt,
sugar, tinned fruit, milk etc.
Luxuries such as ice cream, cig-
arettes, soap, soft drinks, bis-
cuits etc. have to be paid for.
Some stations are very mean with
the keep and they jack up the
price on the other things. This
station doesn't pay for overtime
and the average working week is
57-60 hours. In theory, time off

in lieu of overtime is available,
but as the labour force is conti-
nually changing the company gains
a lot of free labour. To be fair,
the company may not know, as sta-
tion managers traditionally decide
how work is, or in this case is
not, paid for. Because the major-
ity of the Aborigines are ignor-
ant of their rights as regards
wages, conditions, public holié
days etc. they are easy prey to
the unscrupulous manager. Some
stations even have conned their
employees into going on the dole
and working just for 'tucker'.
This station by most standards is
very good.

I suppose things will change for
the Aborigine in time; education
is the answer. But so many people
say, ‘Education? What for - the
dole?‘ One old man who works
here - in the boss's garden - has
a large family scattered about
the territory. He's shortly going
to put in a claim for some land
up country from here. He wants
me to be the manager of the com-
munity when they get it. I feel
very honoured. This old man - he
is in his eighties and still
rides - has been on station all
his working life. He never re-
ceived any pay until World War II.
He gets no pay here but gets free
stores. He'd never heard of old
age pension until the manager got
him the forms. I hope he gets
his land claim, he's worked hard
for it.

Despite all the hardships and s
abuse the Aborigines seem to be
very resilient, and they do_have
the last laugh. How many times
have you tut-tutted at the stu-
pidity of the black man and then
on reflection realized it's only
a quiet spanner in the works. I
suspect they've only gone ‘walk-
about‘ since the silly white man
turned up.. -

M.B.
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Dear friends

As one of those active in the campaign
against the Vietnam war during the six-

I ‘ I

are like “me they have only very hesitant
ideas about how we get one, and that's
why I thought I'd set down my ideas for
people to chew over.

Firstly I think we need more mass
propaganda, using the traditional for mat
well-produced leaflets, stickers, posters,
wall newsheets, which revolve around a
series of common themes, and do not
date quickly. None of these take long to
circulate and distribute, but they do abs-
orb a lot of energy and time in preparat-
ion. If different groups could cooperate
over production and make extra quantit-
ies available to small groups and individ-
uals in other parts of the country it would

fies 1 do not re 9|; our actions because A make scarce resources go a lot further.8'1‘
the London Committee of 100 was totally
non-aligned and claimed at all times that

We also need to utilise a lot of the new
technology that is now available and go

whilst we opposed American aggression .b8Y°‘1d Printed P1‘°Pi1S'J-Mia? 1‘adi°. "319". . . themselves for crumbs but of sharing I (
and the puppet regime in Saigon we did the whole cake e ’ -.- - ,.,,,,..,5E__- ;. qually then talk of syn- , , Fiilfw-*'i'~ _ )not llagllieye that a victfiy fgr Iqigglogouth :ggl<iYa;iv;1;?;*§1:mr°hiB‘ ‘fleas "‘°"° dicalism or socialism ’or anarchy is just "AND RIGHT BEHIND YOU STANDS U
W?“ 8° "e man‘; P;'° i ' - a lot of journalistic bullshit. THE EMPLOYERS‘ SECONDARY ”V etnamese peop e oug e r oppress- p PS ,,
ors and called for a victory for the Viet-
cong, who at least were Vietnamese
nationals. One cannot, however, substit-
ute one tyranny for -another and think
that all will be well. '

The anarchists produced a poster:
~ ‘Who Loses in Vietnam?‘ This-was
widely used by libertarian socialists as
well and it applied not only to Vietnam
but to the people in all lands, even the
so-called democracies. Who loses?
Always the people!

The Vietnamese are probably better
off in some ways than they were before A
but they are still living under a tyranny.

It is inevitable that there will be ref-
ugees after every war and the boatloads
of Vietnamese refugees may well be one
lot of tyrants escaping from another. On
the other hand they may not and it be-
hoves all of us to try and help the m. No
proper help can be expected from gover-

l nments or from the United Nations.
People should help People and I should
like to see libertarians, both as groups
and as individuals, setting up communes
to help the refugees. I realise that this
would cost a lot-of money but I believe
it could be done.

Yours fraternally
DOUGLAS KE PPER

Bridgwater, Somerset.

IT'S a pity that Nigel Pennick stopped
short in his letter ‘Needed: a mass move-
ment‘ and did not attempt to point out
HOW it might be possible to create a
mass revolutionary movement. After all,
the British state is in crisis - with its
political and property-owning classes ex-
hausted and real power moving increas-
ingly to its executive and administrative
institutions. At the moment increasing
numbers of people are becoming sym-
pathetic to the ideas of anarchism in spite
of ‘the crude portrayals by the mass med-
ia. Most anarchists already know that we
need to be a mass movement, but if t‘n_e.y

I

vision, video film, cassette recorders

45775AhaQM
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Local propaganda must be used: leaf-
lets, meetings and film shows can all
help -establish a local presence, and a
local paper or newsheet can provide a
real focus for activity and the exchange
of ideas. Any individual or group with
access to a duplicator or xerox machine
can produce their own leaflets or news-
heet, for their own town or workplace.

This kind of thing is already being done,
although we need to do it better then we
are, and also on a much wider scale -
what I really want to take isssue with are
current forms of organisation. At the
moment (and in spite of the critique that
anarchism presents of political parties)
there exists within the anarchist move-
ment a strong tendency towards ‘party-
type‘ organisation. By this, I don't mean
a centralised or hierarchical attitude, but
people do form groups on the 'basis of a
common ‘political' stance (ie. an anar-
chist one) with the result these groups
often have little contact with people ‘out-
side‘ the ‘movement’, and are also sub-
ject to problems such as personality
clashes and so on.

We really need to learn from our own
ideas, and re-orient ourselves properly
on the basis of affinity groups, organised
around specific projects. ‘I'hese affinity
groups need not necessarily be purely
anarchist, but the point is that they should
be constructed with a purpose, rather
than on the sole basis of common ideol-
ogy. In this way the growing structure of
the anarchist movement will be respons-
ible to the activity of the people involved
and not as often is today, superfluous to
it.

One of theproblems with society at
present is that it is a ‘mass society‘ and
in the creation of our ‘mass’ movement
we need to be careful that we don't dup-
licate the -bizarre and soulless features
of society. Groups once having reached
the size necessaryto achieve their pur-

pose should not seek to recruit new mem-

new affinity ou s. This involves our re-
bers, but encourage other people to form

gr P
learning another anarchist principle: '
that we should not retain a false loyalty
to organisations and ideas that have out- continued from p. 2
lived their use. _

Lastly, I think that weld be living in which is what our degenerate trade union-
cloud cuckoo land if we believed that we ism is tedey (the rail strike wee 3-“
can create a mass anarchist movement exampleef inter ‘Milieu conflict as much
- for a start it's difficult enough to agree as anything) before we See signs ef en
among ourselves just what is and isnrt emergent syndlcallst consciousness.
anarchist. What we can do (and the poten- of eeuree there is the Point that when
tial is there) is help in the creation of a the chip? ere down’ eireet action flees"
mass revolutionar movement with a war tactics fit the bin better than the
Strong anarchist di;namic_ collaborationist reformism of the trade

nion bosses. But unless the workers go
PAUL WU-SON ‘iiiurther and think in terms of ending the

struggle-once and for all by taking over;
unless they give up ideas of fighting among

Dear FREEDOM
Noam Clerman‘s intention (vol. 39 no.

24) to provide ‘an anarchist solution in
the Middle East‘ is admirable, but his
article is, I feel, seriously flawed. His
specific criticisms of Israel, and his
description of the oppression of the Pal- °°i1iiI1u<-‘d from p. 3
estinians are accurate, but his proposals a .
would merely confirm and legitimate this U19 01101681‘ industry is the lack of infor-
situation, mation that is available about it - some

The central point, which he entirely is protected by the Official Secrets Act,
misses, is that Israel is a state entirely and what isn't is protected by people who
different from any other, in that it is a, act in the spirit of those notorious laws.
state, not of its inhabitants, but of ‘the It's not so much that we want to know
Jewish people‘ wherever they happen to more S0 that We can make "P 0111' minds
live. This is the real racism of Israel, about the industry. For most of us in
which is reflected in popular attitudes to- this group, our opposition is based in
wards Arabs. This racism is enshrined principles of the sort that wouldn't be
in Israeli laws which give me, a British affected i-f more information became
Jew, the automatic right to enter Israel available. Rather, we want to know about
and become a citizen whenever I like - it so as to more effectively oppose it.

And one of the aspects of the industrya right that is denied to, for example, a
friend of mine, a Palestinian Arab from particularly vulnerable to opposition of
A1 Mansehr 3 deSi1'°Yed Village Wiwse many sorts is the transport of nuclear
its is now Occupied by an Israeli army materials from site to site . . . What we

se. " o
Noam‘s dismissal of the facts surround-

ing the creation of the state of Israel is
unjustified. Israel was created through
the activities of the World Zionist Organ-
isation, whose policy was to turn Palest-
ine into a ‘Jewish state‘, in complete dis-
regard of the rights and existence of the
Palestine Arab community. This policy
was largely carried out through the land-
buying activities of the Jewish National
Fund, a body which specialised in buying
land in Palestine from absentee landlords,
evicting the Palestinian tenant farmers

continued from p. 1

Oh, he says that they'll be OK, but we

be public prejudice, goaded by minor "

 

and renting it to Jewish immigrants, with
the stipulation that the land was for the
benefit of people of ‘Jewish race, religion
or origin‘. Following the creation of the
state of Israel, this body acquired res-
ponsibility for the administration of all
state -owned land, and its racist restrict-
ions now apply to some 92 per cent of the
surface of Israel. The JNF is now busy
buying land in the Israeli occupied Sinai,
Golan Heights and West Bank. As a result
of this activity, since 1948, 385 of the
4'75 Palestinian villages inside the bord-
ers of Israel have been destroyed, and
about 1% million Palestinians. now live
outside Palestine. - °°iii-Iiililed D. 7

clerics. -
To take a symbolic test case,veils.

Even now a woman not wearing one can
come in for harassment, especially near
a mosque. What would it be like if en-
couragement were given to a lot of self-
appointed thought police ? It's not that
half the population would be flung into ‘
the Middle Ages; most never left them.
‘Liberation' has mainly been a chance
for middle class women to wear western
clothes, their position in society hasn't
changed much. But it has changed at
least for some, and a backward step
would be a tragedy.

i
I
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FLYING PICKET. i

ask is that anyone seeing something being
moved around the country that seems to

-. I? ' be anY kind of nuclear materials should
J J 4 - note the fullest possible details and send

them to us. The information can then be
cross-referenced and correlated to see
what sorts of patterns emerge. Details
should be as complete as possible. For
example, for things being moved by

‘ road we want: the transport company's
name and details, vehicle registration
number, other markings such as Haz-
chem code, time, place, direction,
speed etc. Existing published material
is being researched, but lots of local
detail could be crucial. " Send to SAINT,
London Greenpeace Group, 6 Endsleigh
St, London WCI. This group is not to be
confused with Greenpeace Ltd. It is a
separate group involved in local, nation-
al and international campaigns against
in particular the dangers of nuclear
power and recently launched opposition
in this country to the shipment of uran-
ium ore from Australia to Europe.

|>\§.. '
So, the immediate possibilities are

that there is a military dictatorship
(with or without a monarchy or a facade
of republicanism) or a religious ortho-
doxy. How tragic that so many of the

have to remember that the problem would ‘people would sive themselves (and there-
fore everybody) to the latter! There are

FREEDOM 7

continued from p. 6
Given this background, 'it is disingen-

uous.of Noam to base his argument on the
existing demographic facts. These ‘facts’
are part of the problem to which a solut- ,
ion must be found, and not the conditions
which such a solution must satisfy.

- The Camp David agreements, to which
Noam lends his grudging support, will
have the effect of perpetuating this prob-
lem. Israel hopes to detach Egypt from
the Arab camp, while making minimal
concessions. Sadat is interested -in
attracting international capital to prop
up his ailing and unpopular regime.
(Marks and Spencer are reported to be
interested). America wants to maintain

‘a conflict in order to use Israel as a
threat against any radicalisation in the
area, particularly in Iran and Saudi
Arabia, and at the same time wants to
prevent any increase in Soviet influence
over the conservative Arab states (in-
cluding Syria). None of these forces is
concerned with the fate of the Palestin-
ian Arabs, enor even with that of the vast
majority of Israeli Jews, trapped in an
apparently irresoluble and eternal con-
flict.

Even the creation of a ‘separate, in-
dependent Palestinian state in the Gaza
strip and the West Bank‘ would provide
no solution. Israel is massively exploiting
the water resources of the West Bank,
and cannot afford to forego this. Israel's
economy is increasingly dependent on
the use of slave labour imported from
these territories. The Israeli settlements
will not be removed. Nor would Israel
allow Palestine to have an army (though
Israel would, of course, maintain its
own) or an independent foreign policy.
And Israel itself will remain a Zionist,
ie. racist, state with the Arabs very
much third class citizens (after the
‘white’ Ashkenazi and ‘black‘ Sephardi
Jews), and with no possibility of return
for the hundreds of thousands of refug-
ees. "

The only policy which can be support-
ed by radicals, whether anarchist or
socialist, is for the promotion of a t
social transformation of the entire Arab
world, which will create the conditions
necessary for the integration of the non-
Arab minorities - Israeli Jews, ‘Kurds,
Armenians, Copts and others - into the
communities among whom they live.
The Zionist state of Israel is an obstacle
to such a revolution, and it is not poss-
ible to seolve the Middle East problem
without calling for the dismantle ment of
the state of Israel.

more forms of repression than SAVAK.  .
But, with all this, don't we all feel a
fierce exultation ? What an inspiration!
Every ruler inthe world must look at
Mohammad Pahlavi and quake a little.

The awful waste is that,for all the
courage and determination,the people
will lose, as always, if they replace one
leader with another. They have little
immediate chance of real freedom be-
cause their insurrection was not based
on a truly libertarian substructure. For
that they may continue to pay»dearly,
as they have done for so long.

SHAHIN -

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
IFrom the judge giving an injunction to
prevent ‘secondary picketing‘: "Totally
unlimited construction of those words
(*) would have meant Parliament was
writing a recipe for anarchy, a proposit-
ion I am quite unable to accept. There
must be a presumption that Parliament
does not intend to legislate to bring about
its own destruction“.

* “in contemplation or furtherance of a
trade dispute “. _ A
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AS will be appreciated, our large booklist which appeared as
a supplement to FREEDOM vol. 39 no. 25, and which is of
course available to all who send a 9" x 4" sae, was many
months in preparation.

Consequently as well as the only too familiar price increases
- and it is impossible to continually update these in list supple-
ments - there are also a number of titles on that list that are
either temporarily or permanently unavailable at present.

These are listed below in an attemptto avoid would-be cust-
omers being disappointed. (Please note that the titles listed
below are NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE).

A:
r

.  #

Elton E . Smith! William Godwin
Peter Krepeu<inE"'1‘1"ié'€__T1-eatre-_nch Revol_uti_o_n
Gerrard Winswnl¢?fi _@f_Freedo@_and oth§_r_W_ri_ting§
Domenico Tarizzo: L'A"narchia_
RAF: Background and Information

lbert Camus: Neither Yigtims nor Eggecutionersl
Wilhelm Reich: The Ma_;ss_Iisyc_holog1 gf__F_ascism
Charles Fourier: Harmonian Ma?
B. Traven: The Death Ship

These titles will remain unavailable until listed again in
FREEDOM

 l

To be a Borrible
The Bor1_'_ibl_e_s_, Michael de Larrabeiti, Bodley Head, £2.95.

THIS is almost an anarchist children's book (though like all
good ‘children's books‘ it's fine for anybody else as well). The
Borribles are groups of people who have been turned into out-
casts by society. Accordingly they live on the fringes, in inner
cities, living on what they can scrounge or steal. They have
become expert -thieves, especially in the street markets around
which they live. Their stunted growth helps them to remain
inconspicuous, their only betraying feature being large pointed
ears which are kept hidded under woolly hats. Like this they
can pass as ‘normal’ children. Their main enemy is the police
(the 'woolies').

The organisation of their society is tribal, a group to each
of the poorer areas of London. Within a tribe status is strictly
by merit. Borribles are fiercely individualistic, but they will
settle mutual concerns at general meetings. When individuals
first become 'borribilised' they have no name; they must earn
one by a feat of daring, theft or the like. All the Borribles are
great admieres of flash and cheek and love to tell and listen to
the stories of how names were won. There is one strongly non-
anarchistic feature to the society - a strict set of rules and
proverbs for such activities as quests to earn names. However,
although there is great respect for these guidelines,in practice
the lip service can be circumvented by any smart Borrible.
There is some sexism, the central character in the book (who
has one name but would dearly love another, though this is
strictly against the rules), is at first shocked to learn that
two women will be going on the quest which forms the theme.
He thinks that they will not be able to stand up to the strain.
He is proved wrong.

As already implied, the plot of the book. is a 'quest' in the
mythological sense; a group of champions (one from each of
the main London tribes) sets off to face immense dangers. And
here lies the best joke. The dangers are thinly disguised Wom-
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The main books by B. 'I‘raven are as follows:-
NOVELS (date of first Ger man edition, followed by date of
first English translation) A
The Cottonpickers (1926, 1956)
The Death Ship (1926, 1934)
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre (1927, 1935)
The Bridge in the Jungle (1929, 1938)
The White Rose (1929, 1938)
The Carreta (1931, 1935)
Government (1931, l935)
‘The March to Caobaland (1933, 1960)
The Rebellion of the Hanged (1936, 1952)
The 'I‘roza (1936, not translated)
The Creation of the Sun and Moon (1936, 1968)
The General from the Jungle (1940, 1954)
Aslan Norval (1960, not translated)
COLLECTIONS OF STORIES (date of first American edition)
Stories by the Man Nobody Knows (1961)
The Night Visitor (1966)
The Kidnapped Saint (1975)
Most of these books have been published on both sides of the
Atlantic. Paperback editions of several have been published
by Hill 8: Wang in the United States and by Penguin or Panther
in Britain.

ures are seen to be infiltrating the Borrible areas, taking over
and ruining them. So their ‘High Command‘, eight of them,
must be assassinated. Each of the champions is assigned to
one of them, and provisionally given their prospective victim's
name. If they succeed, they will have earned the name for use
among the Borribles. A bit of rule-bending allows a couple of
extras, who have ah~eady gained names, to accompany them
and off they go. The story tells of their adventures along the
way, facing fearsome odds, etc.

From an anarchist point of view the book has its flaws. As I
said, there's underlying sexism. In fact it seems that the two
women are only included because two of the high Rumbles are
female. And even then, one of them is called Sydney . . There's
also some racism - not among the Borribles themselves (one of
the champions is black) but in their attitudes to the Rumbles,
who are treated as vermin to be massacred at will, like indians
in a western. (Of course a Marxist would see the Borribles as
hopelessly individualistic and therefore bourgeois, which leads
to intriguing speculations as these fanatical proletarians set off
to fight the evidently bourgeois Rumbles, who are totally con-
formist. But then I suppose that the Rumbles, living on the
fringes as they do, would be lumpen-proletarians and therefore

. . but hell let's allow Marxists to sort out their own contra-' 9 i

dictions). Then there's the way the Rumbles fall apart as soon
as they lose their leaders.

Still, the book is not written as anarchist propaganda. And
it has its fine bits. The free nature of the Borr-ible society,
their disrespect for Normals, their mutual aid. And the book
is based on reality: the quest is not in some vague Never Never
land. It starts in Battersea High Street and ends up on Wimble-
don (sorry, Rumbledon) Common. The Borribles curse and
squabble; comparisons are made ‘like a fart in bathwater'. One
tribe has become authoritarian and militaristic, which is att-
ributed to stress - they hold the border against the Rumbles.
Borribles have little use for money. When some appears in the
story it is seen as a source of conflict. And finally war is seen
as a product of greed andmanipulation.

So, all in all, a fun book. It has a rich under lying strain of
life and humour. It is far preferable to the dreadful whimsy of
many ‘children's books‘ as parodied in the Rumbles or the did-
acticism of Andrew Ant the Anarchist. As usual, borrow it
from a librzfiiyj or wait f5FthF'§a'f§e7Fback. .-

bles (here called Rumbles). These soft, comfort-loving creat- D- P-
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B. TRAVEN is well known as the author of some remarkable
stories and novels which were written in Mexico and first
published in German from the 1920s to the 1940s, and which
are among the most powerful expressions of revolutionary
libertarians in literature; but he has always been almost un-
known as a person. He is of particular interest to anarchists
because, quite apart from the strong mixture of individualism
and syndicalism in his fiction, it seems likely that he was
once an active member of the anarchist movement.

B. Traven resisted and obstructed all inquiries about his
life or even his identity during his lifetime, and the greater
freedom of investigation during the decade since his death has
not meant any closer approach to certainty. A succession of
articles and books on the subject has appeared during the past
half century, but it is possible that a recent BBC television
programme has at last solved the mystery.

The writings signed ‘B. Traven’ began to appear in Germany
in 1925. The author was known to live in Mexico, but this was
all that was known about him. He gave only an accommodation
address, and refused to give any information about himself or
to meet any visitors. He took care to type everything he wrote,
even his signature. He did bother to say that his first name was
not Bruno or Ben, but not what it actually was.

It was not until until 1948, when John Huston made his film
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre, that some hard facts em-
erged. Huston suspected that ‘Traven's agent, Hal Croves,
was actually 'I‘raven himself. A Mexican journalist called
Luis spota, writing in _1\ga_i1a_t_h__a_ oh 7 August 1948, hot ohiy C011-
firmed this, but added that his real name seemed to be Berick
'I‘raven Torsvan, and that he claimed to be an American, born
in Chicago on 3 May 1890, the son of a Norwegian farmer call-
ed Burton Torsvan and an Englishwoman called Dorothy Croves
Spota had tracked ‘Torsvan down to Acapulco, but he disappear-
ed after the exposure, and Croves appeared in Mexico City.
He was always vague about when he went to Mexico, but he
took Mexican nationality in 1951.

It became generally accepted that Croves and 'I‘raven were
the same person, through it was odd that he wrote nothing
worth reading after 1948. But it was not so widely accepted
that he was American, or that his real name was Torsvan.
There was no record of his birth in Chicago in 1890, and no
corroboration of the details about his parents. Among the
many identities suggested - the American writer Ambrose
Bierce (who disappeared in Mexico in 1914 at the age of 72),
the American writer Jack London (who killed himself in Calif-
ornia in 1916 at the age of 40), President Lopez Mateos of
Mexico (whose sister helped to translate and publicise Traven's
work in Mexico), an illegitimate son of Kaiser Wilhelm II of
Germany (for whom he had a curious affection), an American
Wobbly or a German revolutionary in exile - the most popular
has been that B. 'I‘raven was the same person as Ret Marut.

1

1
Police photo of Ret Marut, 1923

Ret Marut was another almost equally mysterious figure
who was known as an actor wandering around Ger many from
1906 to 1915 and as an anarchist working in Bavaria from 1915
to 1921. He produced a paper called Der Ziegelbrenner (‘The
Brickburner') from September 1917 to Wrch 1919, was a mem-
ber of the Propaganda Committee of the Bavarian Socialist
Republic in April 1919, was arrested but managed to escape in
May 1919, continued to produce Der Ziegelbrenner from under-
ground from December 1919 to December 1921, and then disa-
ppeared. At the end of 1922 he sent a postcard to a friend
saying that he was about to leave Rotterdam for America. He
was never heard from again.
During this period his constant companion and colleague was -
an actress called Irene Mermet, who also disappeared in 1921.
The most detailed account of his political career appears in
the book B. Traven: Beitrae zur Biographie by the East
German scholar Ralf Recknagel (Leipzig, 1966, 1971). The
complete run of his paper has been reprinted in East Germany
- _l_?£1‘_Z§Eg8ll)1'_(i.':_lll_'lif.!__l_.‘_ (Leipzig, 1968).

In 1927 the German anarchist Erich Muehsam, released
from prison for his part in the Bavarian Revolution, published
an appeal in his paper f_a_nal for Ret Marut to return to the
anarchist movement. Theft? was no response, but Muehsam
noticed internal parallels between the political journalism of
Ret Marut and the political fiction of B. Traven, which had
become popular on the German left, especially when his books
were published by the Gutenberg Book Club from 1926. Rudolf
Rocker was convinced by Muehsam's theory, but the destruct-
ion of the German anarchist movement by the nazis made
further investigation impossible.

When Croves died in Mexico City on 26 March 1969, his
widow Rosa Elena Lajan (who had first known him as Torsvan
in the 1930s and finally married him in 1957) said that he had
told her he was indeed Ret Marut as well as B. Traven. One
of the times she said this was a conference organised by anar-
chist admirers of 'I‘raven in Tucson, Arizona (see The Match!
May 1974). She also said that he was indeed an illegitimate son
of Wilhelm H, but she denied this too. It is clearly relevant

Review
was imperfect, and he claimed that he had been taken from the
United States to Ger many as a child. It seems that any defects
in his Ger man are those of an uneducated native rather than of
an ignorant foreigner, and it looks as though his claim to be
American was mainly designed to protect his position as an
immigrant in Mexico or a traveller wherever else he went.

It has become generally accepted that B. Traven was Ret
Marut as well as Torsvan and Croves. The first biography
about him since his death - 'I'he M stery of B. Traven by Judy
Stone (Los Altos, California: William Kautmann, 197'?) -
based on interviews published in Ramparts magazine in 1967,
gives as much space to Marut as B Ttaven; and the first post-
humous collection of Traven stories - The Kidna d Saint,
edited by Rosa Elena Lujan (New York:_I'§Eonard Hill: 1975),
which was published in Britain at the end of 1978 (Alison &
Busby, £4. 95) - takes the identification so much for granted

a
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that it includes ah article by Ret Marut first published in Der T°'*”“" 1" '"“ T“’°""°‘
Ziegelbrenner in December 1919. But, even if 'I‘raven-Toi7eTre'ii-
Croves was also Ret Marut, this only leads to a further quest-
ion: who was Ret Marut? The most convincing answer so far
was given by the television programme which was ambitiously
called ‘B. Traven: A Mystery Solved’ , was researched and
produced by Will Wyatt and presented by Robert Robinson, was
broadcast on BBC 2 on 19 December 1978, and was printed in
The Listener on 4 and ll January 1979;

After showing what is already known - or rather, believed -
about B. Traven through documents, film and interviews, the
BBC team ended by trying to find the answers for two questions
what happened between the disappearance of Ret Marut from
Germany in 1921 and the appearance of Traven's first work in
Germany in 1925? Where did Marut come from before 1906?

Following up information obtained by American investigators
from the American authorities under the new Freedom of
Information law, the BBC team were able to show from Home
Office records that Ret Marut was actually in this country in
1923-1924. He apparently entered Britain in August 1923, was
arrested as an unregistered alien in December 1923, was det- ‘
ained in Brixton prison for two months, was allowed to stay in
London for two more months, and was finally deported on a
Norwegian ship called the Hegre bound for Tenerife in April
1924. This would just given him time to reach Mexico and
write the first Traven stories for publication in Germany in
June 1925 - but only just. There is a theory that someone else
might have had the experiences described in Traven's Mexican
fiction and may even have written the first versions, and that

~ Marut-Croves produced the final versions for publication; but
this is pure speculation, and it seems to raise more questions
than it answers.

The BBC team also showed from British and American
records that Ret Marut gave two quite different stories about
his origins to the British authorities. The first story was-
that he was an American, born in San Francisco on 25 Feb-
ruary 1882, the son of William Marut and Helene Ottarent.
This was what he had always told the German authorities,
from the time he was registered as an alien in Duesseldorf ~
in 1912 to the time he was arrested as a revolutionary in _
Munich in 1919. He claimed that he was British until 1914,
when that would have made him an enemy alien, and then
claimed that he was A r‘ a Th‘ c1a' as ‘e t d bthat Traven wrote in German ratherthan English, aha that - A i th , {he '° '1' ‘S _"" “' rel ° ° Y

Croves spoke with a German rather than an American or Scan- the mer can an orities for lack of evidence the San Fran-
. . . 5., cisco records were destroyed in the 1906 earthquake and

dmavian) accent’ though It has been argued that ms German there was no corroboration of the details about his perents.
 eI**‘h*"*“"F‘:_“'eje'.‘i he I 9 A I The So the hwo claims for American origins - Chicago in 1890
THE ACCIDENTAL DEATH OF AN ANAR CHIST sss P=.t-'*- FE BR UARY/MARCH - by,Torsvan, San Francisco in 1882 by Marut - lead nowhere.

BE LT 8, BRACES a touring theatre group is presenting a -—'-'--------_ _ _ But Ret Marut's second story was that he was really Otto
farce based on Ita,1ian police corruption mid the subsequent 27 ' 3 at the Crumble Steam’ -—--—--—Sheffie1d fheigei goth 1" Sehwlehue 1h Phheela eh e3 Fehrhahy 1882' ehd
cover -up, after our comrade Giuseppe. Plne1li'jumped' four MARCH e BB teem ehewed that fer the first hme there 15 ampleto h d 15 D be 1969 h-1 - H tad _ evidence for the claim. A person with that name was indeed
§1°§,f,s1a is eath °“ “em r W 1 e 1“ 9° °° cue Y 6 -10 at The Evsryhjsn, L1vg1'_pdd1 _ born oh that date in that place (how Swiebodzin in Poland), aho
n . n‘ 1 .th th tm ,A F Th A .d ta, D th f 12 & 13 at Litman Studios, "Newcastle Polytechnic (Newcastle) the details about his parents may be co;-robo;-a1;ed_ He said

Thls pa Y’ wt e e arce ' e cm en ea 0 15 17 at the Centre for the Arts Birmi ham -'_- - -A hi ti b D i F in be h t th f 11 - la "' 2 ng _ that hlS father ‘W38 3 pOlIt8I‘ but the only pottery lll SChlWbl1S
is thl;a$11o€,,ingyda:s?_ 0’ W S own a e O Owing p ces 19 - 34 at J3°\<5°" T-3'19 C°mm1"11tY C9159, Igggon N.7; was a brickworks - so he w’as actually a brickburner. He said

29 81 30 at Bury Arts Centre, I§r_y_(Lancs.) that his mother was a millhand, but although his birth certif-
FEBRUABI Q APRIL icate says she was a factory worker the only Schwiebus were
9 8: 10 at the Dartington Hall, Totnes‘ (Devon) 2 it The Studio Theatre (Thgatr Clw d) Mold (Wales) cloth mills. His mother '5 surname Wienecke was one of the
13 at 14 at the Manchester Po1yte“"""'ohhio (Manchester) " Y ' ———-T aliases used by Ret Marut.  7
15 3,-15 at The Grange Art Centre 01dha__(1§-‘mncs_) 5 " 7 at The Theetr Gwyhedev 2% (N- Wales All this is very suggestive, but the BBC team seemed rather
20 atouhoah of Joraahstohe co11e'ge—"A'oiFt, Dundee (sootiaho) For further details of times, places and contact addresses. ids dwddvs to ascent this new storm Ths-Y dismissed the Obvious
21 & 22 at Glasgow University (Glasgow) A 6 " please ring: ’ objection that Ret Marut could have adopted someone e1se's
23 & 24 at the Moray Hall of Education, Edinburgh BE LT & saacss, (01) 267-6722 identity hy asking how an impdstdr could have Known so much

.
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about Feige. The answer is that he could easily have done so

if he had known him well or got hold of his papers. They in- 3
sisted that the police photographs of Ret Marut in London are
"clearly the same man" as the photographs of Torsvan-Croves
in Mexico. The answer is that, while they are.-certainly similar
they are not certainly the same.

The BBC team managed to trace Feige's surviving brother
and sister, living in West Germany in their eighties. They
showed them all the photographs, and insisted that "their rec-
ognition was the final endorsement". The answer is that it was
not convincing on the screen, being uncomfortably reminiscent
of the way policemen and psychics force recognition in the
desired direction. There is after all an interval of more than
20 years between the photographs of the young Feige and those
of the mature Marut and the middle -aged Torsvan-Croves, and
Feige's brother and sister last saw him more than 70 years
ago.

Even so, they did give fascinating information about Feige's
early life. He was intended for the Lutheran church but-was
apprenticed to a locksmith, he became a socialist and collected
revolutionary literature, he joined the army and disappeared,
he was being searched for by the police after the First World
War, and the last they heard was a letter saying he was about
to be deported from LOI11l=T)"i. In Der Ziegelbrenner Ret Marut
said that he had studied theology Ehfihad quatt-e_ll'e“5 with the
Social Democrats in 1905-1907. It is also interesting that Stan-
islav, the narrator's friend in T_lle__1'2_e__eLQi_§l_1lp, came from
Posen, onlyiabout 50 miles from Schwiebus; that when Ret
Marut was deported from London he sailed as a fireman, the
job of the narrator of The Death Shy. There are many more
such connections, but the-E-fiilltitecussion of them we shall
have to wait for the book Will Wyatt is now writing on the sub-
ject.

So the BBC team presented a great deal of new material
about Ret Marut which is chronologically, biographically, pol-
itically and intellectually consistent both with the Otto Feige
who was born in Germany in 1882 and with the Hal Croves-
Berick Traven Torsvan who died in Mexico in 1969. The first
reaction to the programme is the feeling that we may at last
have a continuous series of identities from bi-rth to death for
the person who wrote the books of B. 'I‘raven. We need more
concrete evidence to strengthen the weaker links before we
can be sure that there really is a single claim, and more re-
search needs to be done in the German police records and the
Mexican immigration records, but even the most determined
sceptic must be impressed. Perhaps we do now know who B.
Traven was. _

It is now pretty certain that B. 'I‘raven the writer was the
same person as Berick Traven Torsvan the photographer and
Hal Croves the literary agent. It is not yet so certain that '
he was previously Ret Marut, or that Ret Marut was originally
Otto Feige; but it is highly probable, and the Britishjournalist
Will Wyatt seems to have made the biggest advance in Traven
research for a decade - if not for three decades.

But the final reaction to the programme is the feeling that
complete proof will never be found, that further research will
lead nowhere. Whoever they were, Ret Marut and B. 'I‘raven
have been on the run for more than half at century. We should
wish them the best of luck in escaping the literary detectives 1
as they escaped the political ones. As Traven said, "My work
is important; I am not". Like the narrator of The Death__Ship,_
he doesn't need any papers to know who he i‘s;'h€ knows w'ho
he is. And so do we when we read his work. N W
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trasts strongly with other forms of contribution to the educat-

‘Timothy Winters comes to school ional debate in general, and as that debate relates to ‘inequal-
With eyes as wide as a football-pool,
Ears like bombs and teeth like splinters:
A blitz of a boy is Timothy Winters. s

When teacher talks he won't hear a word
And he shoots down dead the arithmetic -bird,
He licks the patterns off his plate
And he's not even heard of the Welfare State".
From ‘Timothy Winters‘ by Charles Causley

. I .

THE Timothy Winters of this world are at the sharp end of
any debate on inequlity in education: they know only too well
what it is like to be the undisputed victims of a system which
helps some more than others. Like many other disturbing
features of both capitalist and state communist societies -
racketeering, gambling, violence, prostitution and forms of
extreme exploitation - they never seem to go away, although
every effort is made to obscure them.

Leaving aside those people, probably the majority, who are
quite happy to live in a society which is very unequal (because
that's what they've been persuaded to believe), there are
basically three schools of thought on the matter: those who
believe that by tinkering with the present system here and
there an acceptable society will be produced - they could be
typified as liberal or social democrat; nextcome the Marxists
who basically follow a Leninist line of replacing the capitalist
state by a centralised communist one; and lastly comes a group
I will term libertarian, which believes in neither capitalist nor
communist state organisation, but a non-statist system where
individuals actually exert a measure of control over their own
daily lives in cooperation with their fellows.
' Needless to say this is only a rough guide, and each group
tends to merge into the next one, but for our purposes it will
do. So in terms of the question under discussion the group
we are to concentrate on is the last: one, the libertarian, for it
is within their philosophy that the ideas of deschooling are lo-
cated. But what exactly is meant by deschooling?

The word itself was first used by Ivan Illich when a misheard
a questioner at a public meeting who said ‘Schools screw you‘.
Illich thought he had said ‘Schools school you‘ and so had gone
on to talk about 'de -schooling‘. Since that point the term has
never looked back and is now in popular usage.

Apart from Illich himself there are a number of other educat-
ional writers whose names have come to be either closely or
more loosely associated with the deschooling movement, and
as is the case with most ‘movements’ it is sometimes difficult
to tell where they begin and end. A representative handful would
be people like John Holt, Paul Goodman, Everett Reimer and y
Paulo Freire.

So what are the key points of their arguments and how can
they be seen as belonging to a libertarian tradition?A popular
starting point for any debate on education is that ‘schools are
in crisis',' and the deschoolers would go along with this well-
worn view.

' Many years back, before the spread of universal education
well into the teens had become a reality for industrialised
nations, it wasa common view that when the provision of
free education did arrive it would bring with it a society of
fairness, equality and justice. Education would be a panacea

"for most, if not all the problems of society. This somewhat
simplistic analysis was at variance with the unfolding reality
and has since been sonsigned to the wastebin of history.

Inequality did not fly out of the window either in the narrower
educational sphere or in the wider one of society. The middle
classes did very well out of the state education system, the
upper middle classes did even better with their private set-
up, and theworklng classes didn't do very well at all. There
was a degree of social mobility between the various groups,
but on the whole it was very much business as usual.

To take the UK, the last major phase of reform of the sec-
ondary schools has been the move towards the comprehensive
system, but few real advances have been achieved from it.
'I‘ruancy rates in many urban areas are very high, minority
ethnic groups such as West Indian blacks, do not appear to
gain much from what is offered them. Many comprehensives
have rigid streaming policies which effectively preserve the

i‘

ity‘ in particular. (Although the two are so closely identified
they are effectively different sides of the same coin). It does
not, for instance, confine its angle of approach like Jencks
did in the US to income inequality, or to anv other aspect.
It presents a Weltansgaiilng. It goes straight to what it per-
ceives are the roo't§- of the problem, rather than tinkering
about on the surface. It is a complete reappraisal.

To step sideways for a moment-. In a recent interview, the
famous counter -psychiatrist R.D. Iaing posed these two
models for understanding someone. One way is to minutely

 ———— ‘-- 1 e‘ "er"-—-—i“ examine the physical matter of the human body: the body is

old division oi grammar and Secondary modern scho0iS_ A (“One of the most succinct efforts at conveying what deschool-
large number of -children continue to go to school in order to mg is an about comes’ again fmm Illich’ in the Pamphlet
learn how to fail. To take John Holt‘s phrase, "Schools are S  °1i Whatg...
bad places for kids‘. .

Illich argues that the crisis in the schools is a crisis in a
political institution and the crisis for the people“who attend
the schools is a crisis in political attitudes. One point is
clear: schools are not independent of the politics of the
society which spawns them. They are there as organised
enterprises designed to reproduce the established order what-
ever its complexion might be. “

To come back to specifics for a moment and underline these
points. In 1972 the Commission on Post-Secondary Education
in Ontario, Canada, reported to its government that post-
secondary education was inevitably and without remedy taxing
the poor disproportionately for an education that would always
be mainly enjoyed by the rich. In the UK in 1968 the percen-
tage of males entering universities from the manual working
classes was a mere 4.8 per cent (source Robbins).

Yet the painful myth that the only: remedy for escape from
lives of deprivation for the poor is to agitate for better
schooling still maintains a strong hold over those very same
people's imagination. It is literally the same as trying to
raise yourself up by pulling at your own bootlaces. The
middle classes already are aware that no professional compet-
ence can be attained without an array of certificates and
diplomas, but they are equipped to obtain them. The process
by which this certification takes place has been termed by
Illich ‘the hidden curriculum‘.

This curriculum is embedded in the very structure of n
schooling which has been standardised to a remarkable degree
in every part of the world. It is the tradition of people of a
certain age meeting in groups of about—30 in front of a recog-
nised teacher for so many hours a day. Attendance at these
ritualised gatherings is compulsory by law.

The underlying motive for all of this expensive organisation
is an unshakeable belief shared by all nation states that polit-
ical and economic development depend on more and more in-
vestment in schooling. In this way knowledge can be seen as a
commodity - in fact it becomes and can be regarded as the
securest form of wealth for most people. It is the building up
of this knowledge or cultural capital, based on a system of
examinations, assessments and certificates, that the student
will be able to trade on for the rest of his life. It is a highly
negotiable commodity which cannot be appropriated, stolen or
left behind. It guarantees privilege and power.

As well as providing an excuse for stratification on the
perceived basis of a meritocracy, although this may well mask
well-established skeletons in the cupboard, the school and
its hidden curriculum is also an inhumane and unfulfilling inst-
itution in the eyes of the deschoolers. Illich has drawn attent-
ion with some mild satisfaction to the Marxist concept of
alienation and how even the states which embrace Marxist
ideology have met with scant success in abolishing it.

Using the idea of alienation Illich argues that in the ‘service-
centred' economies of developed industrial states, people are
estranged from what they can do, as well as from what they
can make. The process of education is an alienating one. It is
part of the process of production and consumption which is
basic to all varieties of capitalism. In a teacher -dominated
System students are not encouraged to direct their own learn-
ing. They are condemned to accept the teacher's view, even if
they resent the judgement of the educator. They are made to
feel apathetic and unable to change the reality which surrounds
them.

‘Deschooling must be-the secularisation of
‘ teaching and learning. It must involve a return

of control to another, more amorphous set of
institutions, and its perhaps less obvious rep-
resentatives. The learner must be guaranteed
his freedom without guaranteeing to society what
learning he will acquire and hold as his own.
Each man must be guaranteed privacy in
learning, with the hope that he will assume the
obligation of helping others to grow into unique-
ness. Whoever takes the risk of teaching others
must assume responsibility for the results, as
must the student who exposes himself to the in-
fluence of a teacher; neither should shift guilt to
sheltering institutions or laws. A schooled society
must reassert the joy of conscious living over the
capitalisation of manpower‘.

One of the central themes of this approach is its anti-auth-
oritarianism; and in turn this trend underlines the libertarian
heritage from which it has sprung. Rather than have the indiv-
idual subjected to the unnatural constraints of a capitalist
‘education’ which produces people who will fit its requirements,
whether they are destined to become unemployed or brain sur-
geons, deschooling stresses the civil rights aspect of educat-
ion. Those elements which strive towards self-fulfillment and
away, from self-alienation. '

The work of Paulo Freire amongst ‘the wretched of the
eath‘ - in his case the illiterate who inhabit the poorest areas
in Brazil - explores remarkably similar ideas. The belief that
ordinary people educate eachother through the mediation of
the world. That those who commit themselves to the pedagogy
of the oppressed must be radicals and not sectarians. And in
one sense his most important belief of all: '. . . my trust in
the people, and my faith in men and in the creation of a world
in which it will be easier to love‘.

Freire sees established education as a programme of indoc-
trination in the interests of what he terms the dominant elites.
In parallel to Illich's concept of knowledge as commodity, as
cultural capital, Freire puts forward the idea of ‘banking
education‘. What is taught can be extracted by the student and
banked, like a pay cheque, to be drawn on for other commod-
ities later. Although politically Freiredraws a lot on strands
of neo-Marxism it is no surprise to find that for his education-
al philosophy he tends towards Erich Fromm, whose firm lib-
ertarian attachments stretch farther back than almost any
thinker I have mentioned. Along with Goodman one can trace a
direct line of descent from Rousseau through Tolstoy to twen-
tieth century radicals in the free school and anti-school move-
ments.

To summarise any movement of thought is always difficult,
if not completely impossible, but a rough and ready check-
list of the central themes of deschooling would probably include
some of these points: the disestablishment of institutions ,
known as schools; the decertification of learning; learning to
be based on the needs of individuals as human beings, not on
the requirements of an alien economic system; education as
something the individual explores and defines for him/herself;
and finally the demYsti.fication of knowledge with open access
to its many branches.

The list is an impressive one and highly idealistic. More
like a political manifesto than an academic critique. It con-

dissected and analysed to see how it works. The other is to
approach the person with sympathy and to engage h/er in con-
versation to find out how s/he functions. The first method is
hopeless at understanding people as people, whereas the
second is likely to be more successful.

Iquote the example because I feel it throws some light on
the question of inequality and education. It is of relatively
little use to pick over the decaying body of our current educat-
ional practice in an empirical fashion and throw up guarded
prescriptions here and there. Someone is just as likely to
come up woth a set of contradicting data and conflicting rec-
ommendations with just as much validation the following week.

_ -I»--.
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Free schools: readjusting or helping dismantle the
machine? (See also GW‘s article on Delta Free School in
the last issue).

h- 

An essentially philosophical approach on an open scale is what
is needed. Overviews of woods tend to be of greater use than
the occasional close-up of individual trees. ‘

But what exactly is the contribution of the deschoolers to the
debate on inequality of education? In simplistic terms it is

~ that you cannot achieve any sort of meaningful equality without
ta fundamental change in society's attitude to learning. If- there
is this basic reappraisal, then necessarily society itself will
have undergone a process of transformation.

Inequality exists and will continue to exist in the future unless
the core inequities of the class structures embodied in both
developing and developed nation states are abolished. Necess-
arily elites will perpetuate themselves, and unless the class
system is dismantled there will be only cosmetic reform.

The ability of capitalist society to maintain itself through
an elaborate system of state education is quite remarkable.
As~Illich points out in Deschooling Society, "Once a man or“
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THE WORD ‘gay' has been coined to
describe or denote a person whose main
sexual interest is homophile; In this
article, the definition will be extended
on the one hand to include all people who
are aware of the possibility of their en-
joying a homosexual or heterosexual re-
lationship, and restricted on the other
hand to exclude those whose main pref-
erence is homosexual, but who are in no x
way liberated about sexuality. In the
words of Tom Robinson, to be gay is to
be fighting all prejudice and might.

The concept ‘gay' as defined above is
to be active in support of sexual liberat-
ion. Gay liberation, then, encompasses
the whole gamut of sexual liberation.
Specifically it concentrates on homosex-
uality. To be homosexual is, potentially,
to be an underminer of sexual mores.
To be gay is actually an under miner of
sexual mores.

Is it important for us as anarchists to
concern ourselves with the question of
sexuality at all? Would it not do to shelve
consideration of sexual questions until
after ‘the revolution‘, as so many van-
guardist left groups appear to do? To
answer these questions one merely has
to examine the nature of society today.
The laws, the way in which they are int-
erpreted and the customs of society
make our gender dominant and the other
submissive. Sexuality is only acceptable
if it is expressed in dominant/submiss-
ive ways. Thus by not considering the
questionof sexuality we are not freeing
ourselves from authority.

At a rather less simplistic level there
is the whole question of the family. The
laws governing society are based on the
assumption that people live in families,
nuclear or extended. Whatever sort of
family, one thing necessary is marriage.
There is even a preferentially treated
type of marriage, i.e. a state-register-
ed marriage. As regards tax assess-
ment, for instance, claims can be made
for dependents, usually wife, children,
elderly relatives. The same goes for
social security. Common law marriage
(cohabitation for over 6 months) is a
double -edged weapon exploited by the
state. On the one hand a man will find
great difficulty trying to claim for a
dependent common law wife. On the
other, a woman living with a man is
treated as a dependent if she tries to
claim social security. It is interesting
to note here that the cohabitation rule
has been extended (one-sidedly of course)
to cover homosexual relationships.

It is respectable to be married, so the
state reinforces the institution of marr-
iage. Naturally, this is omethingof a
vicious circle. Marriage (the taking of
one partner of the other sex, theoretic-
ally for life) as an institution in unaccept-
able to sexual iberationists. Its form
perpetuates male domination, which

i

means that any man claimingto strive
for freedom should avoid marriage.
Naturally, marriage is anathema to the
women's liberation movement. By its
nature and status in ocietymarriage is
unsuitable for homosexual people.

We, as anarchists, believe in free-
dom. This freedom can take many forms,
from the total individualism of Max
Stirner to the syndicalism of Michael
Bakunin, from the pacifism of Leon
Tolstoy to the communism of Alexander
Berkman. U On sexual liberation we have
too long been too silent. Emma Goldman
did preach - and practice - sexual liber-
ation. Unfortunately it has been left to
other groups, eg. the Gay Liberation
Front and the Women's Liberation Move-
ment, to tackle the problems of sexual
liberation. Unfortunate, that is, because
sexual liberation is fundamental to any
sort of free society that we may wish to
bring about. There is no point to individ-
ualism if men are freer than women.
What use is a syndicalism which exploits
women workers? How can any relation-
ship be pacifist when it endorses the
latent anger of sexual exploitation? A
commune is a nonsense without sexual
equality. It is vital, therefore, that we
concern ourselves with the theory and
practice of sexual liberation.

At the start of this article, sexual lib-
eration was equated with gay liberation.
This may seem to give a rather homosex-
ual bias to sexual liberation; indeed, gay
liberation had its recent origins in the
homosexual bars of New York City (Chris-
topher Street/Gay Street riots, late 1960s).
However, it was the Gay Liberation Front
which gay rise to a great deal of thought
on the whole question of sexual liberat-
ion. Starting from the gut reaction to
police harassment of the New York gay
scene, the GLF quickly grew and spread,
developing the ideas of gay pride and
‘coming out‘, viz. being openly homo-
sexual. Political activity followed, in

/it

such forms as campaigning for law re-
form/abolition and 'zapping‘ anti-gay
gatherings (eg. the AGM of the American
psychiatrists). But by far the most pro-
found happening was that homosexuals
became news. People actually started
to examine the state of knowledge about
homosexuality. Something somewhare
was wrong. The more homosexuality
was examined, the less was the justific-
ation for treating or trying to change or
persecuting it. But one last bastion re-
mained - and remains still.

To be gay is to challenge the family.
On the one hand to be gay is to seek rel-
ationships outside the scope of family
life. On the other hand it is to recognise
that: marriage is oppressive. Homo-
sexual people start from a position of
forced criticism of the family, which
enables them to adopt a gay attitude with
far greater ease than can people who do
not have or are unable to recognise any
homosexual emotion within themselves.
To be homosexual is to be an enemy of
the state. Some people may not be aware
of the connection between the state and
the family. For clarification, just ask
Uncle Ziim, Auntie Maggie or that nau htyS
man in the dirty raincoat who is so res-
pectable by day. (For reasons of British
justice, impending cases etc, his ident-
ity cannot be revealed at the moment).
Just remember that Abraham was the
father of Israel. s

Of what benefit to the state i organ-
isation into families? Look at the family.
Aged mothers-in-law notwithstanding,
the man of the house is boss. Look at
that sentence again. The man what?
The man of the house. Nuclear (or other-
wise) famiTli'é's"tend to live by themselves,
in houses or, if not so well off, in strict-
ly divided parts of houses or flats.
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Other families living nearby are increasingly regarded as
aliens - potential invaders of privacy etc. At once a small
example of divide and rule is apparent. Ever heard the ex-
pression ‘keeping up with the Jones‘s‘ Families are money -
to businesses, that is. No bulk buying, internecine competiton,
the middleman who rubs his hands with glee. Families and a '
state supporting capitalism (as they all must) go hand in glove.
Of course, the organisation and aspirations of the family have
been grossly generalised, but the message is still there.

Some homosexuals fall into the trap of defining themselves
as ‘butch’, ‘femme‘, ‘effeminate‘ or ‘macho‘, or several s
other terms indicative of supposed gender characteristics.
Some even go so far as to ‘role play‘, ie. to play a ‘masculine‘
or ‘feminine‘ part in a relationship. However, the very nature
of homosexuality makes it easier for homosexuals to avoid
these traps. It is not quite that simple for heterosexuals to be
liberated in relationships, though many do t:ry and some
succeed. One could say that ti is as difficult for a heterosexual
to have a liberated relationship as for a rich man to pass
through the eye of a camel. Anyway, gay liberation, which
started out as being about homosexual victimisation, must now
be seen as the aim of all of us - freedom from sexual exploit-
ation.

One gender must not exploit the other in the name of sex,
nor may any organisation exploit sexual relationships or define
them. Brothers and sisters, friends, comrades, we must
eliminate this exploitation from ourselves and from the system
under which we exist. Only then will the worst atrocities of the
state be clearly seen to be committed in the name of irrele-
vance. You never know, we may even achieve anarchy.

This article should not be interpreted as meaning that
sexual liberation is all that matters. Rather, it should appear
that no freedom is real or valid without concomitant sexual
liberation. The essence of homosexuality is a challenge to
the state. Thus this article has sought to examine how and why
anarchism, homosexuality and gay liberation are related.
Any comments etc. would be welcome.
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woman has accepted the need for school, he or she is easy
prey for other institutions. Once young people have allowed
their imaginations to be formed by curricular instruction, =
they are conditioned to institutional planning of every sort.
"Inst:ruction“ smothers thehorizon of their imagination‘.

At the philosophical base of all of these ideas, whether they
come from Illich-or Goodman or whoever, is a great anti-
authoritarianism. And it is this, incidentally, which is such
anathema to the neo-Marxist school of critics such as Gintis.
The deschoolers believe that equality can only become a reality
if authoritarianism is rejected. The ideology of conservatism,
of hierarchies, of elites is closely linked to strong authority
symbols. It is about the delimiting of experience to narrow
recognised paths. It teaches people to accept their place in the
order of things and make the best of it.

But the kind of equality that the deschoolers are pursuing is
not the equality of numbers. It is useless to achieve, let us
say, an exactly representative entry into universities on the
basis of a country's socio-economic class breakdown, if what
the universities do has not changed. As Freire remarks: ‘It is
rare for a peasant, once promoted to overseer, not to become
more of a tyrant towards his former comrades than ‘the owner
himself‘. The thing to do is not change the overseer, or change
the onwer, but abolish them, and institute a non-hierarchical,
cooperative system. The same with the existing pattern of
compulsory education. Don't repair - replace.

The sad fact is - and this is the major contribution of the
deschoolers - that no matter how much you try to remedy
school's class inequalities in school you are on to a certain
loser. Schools like factories produce products. They produce
these products to required designs. If, by some chance, the
working class child or the peasant succeeds in terms of the
school's function, then s/he must adopt the values of the
structure that surrounds him and gives her that success.

The success of the disadvantaged is, however, relatively
rare. Success is mostly reserved for those whose parents
have already been successful. Failure awaits the sons and
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Members of Gay Activists Alliance send the followig report:
We are writing to you on behalf of London GAA with regard to

tai t ' B l ' ‘cer n even s Ill razi that have come to our notice.
It appears that Lamgo de Esquina, Brazil's first serious

gay newspaper, may be orced out existence after only
eight months.

The paper's policy has been to avoid pornography and erot-
icism, but despite this, and maybe because of this, the auth-
orities have been incensed by what they call ‘homosexual prop-
aganda‘ and have already subpoenaed five of the editorial staff -*
with a view to a trial on charges of ourtrage to public morality.

Two of the more influential Brazilian papers, Joumao da
Brasil andO G1obo_ have published articles on t1¥é'§'fiE'j'é'€1;"'
suggesting that the ultimate aim of the Department of Federal
Police, which has instigated the inquiry,. is to shut down the
paper by intimidation and economic pressure, such as the
seizure of one complete issue (15, 000 copies) rather than by
the process of a formal trial.

The editorial staff of the paper have told us ‘that the solid-
arity of friends from foreign countries has a deep meaning
for us‘ and that the Brazilian government is susceptible to
pressure from abroad.

The staff of Lampiag and the members of London GAA
therefore request that letters of protest be sent to the Minister
of Justice, 70064 Brasila, Brazil. RP & MY.

(London GAA can be contacted at 5 Caledonian Rd,
London N1). t

daughters of past failures. The percentages might waver a
little if you replace grammar schools with comprehensives, or
you reserve a number of university places for-peasants, but
soon enough the reform will be accommodated.

The equality the deschoolers are after is not the equality even
of a meritocracy, which fascinates some social democrats so
much. It is rather that equality which bases itself on a ‘celeb-
ration of awareness‘ - to borrow a phrase. It is a world in
which reification would be replaced. Where knowledge ceased
to be an object, and became valued for itself rather than just
as another commodity. And with these new attitudes the old
class divisions would evaporate, because the conflict of compet-
ition would no longer have any point. It would be the world of
Epi methean wo/man. How we get there is not too clearly ex-
plained. a I

So in order to achieve any move towards this type of Rouss-
-eau-ian equality the whole machine must be dismantled. Some
would not be more equal than others in the new system because
there would be no urge to be superior or better or richer.
There would be no pedants, demogogues or masters.

To finish with the concluding pragraph of Paul Goodman's O
Q9_m_p3i_sory Miseducalzion: ‘Nevertheless, in my opinion, the
presen system is not v'iTa._ble; it is leading straight to 1984,
which is not viable. ‘I-‘he change, when it comes, will not be
practical and orderly!‘

But I bet Timothy Winters will be there.

GRAHAM WADE

ERRATUM:lreland
Under the section ‘What is to be Done? ‘ of the article on
Ireland in the last issue of the_Review, a sentence of the first
paragraph ran ‘. . militarist and Marxist groups alike emphas-
ise Brits Out without clearly analysing what sort of society is
to replace it other than a "32 County Socialist Republic" or a
"Federal Ireland". If the groundwork is not laid down now, p
"Brits Out“ would mean something euqually innocuous “in'.'.
Obviously the word "innocuous" should have been OBNOXIOUSZ


